Interaction Coefficients and Related Quantities
Interaction processes occur between radiation and matter. In an interaction, the energy or the direction (or both) ofthe incident particle is altered or the particle is absorbed. The interaction may be followed by the emission of one or several secondary particles. The likelihood of such interactions is characterized by interaction coefficients. They refer to a specific interaction process, type and energy of radiation, target or material.
The fundamental interaction coefficient is the cross section (see Section 3.1). All other interaction coefficients defined in this report can be expressed in terms of cross sections or differential cross sections.
Interaction coefficients and related quantities discussed in this section are listed in Table 3 .1.
Cross Section
The cross section, u, of a target entity, for a particular interaction produced by incident charged or uncharged particles, is the quotient of P by CP, where P is the probability of that interaction for a single target entity when subjected to the particle fiuence, CP, thus Unit: m 2 P u=-;p.
A special unit often used for the cross section is the barn, b, defined by 1 b = 10-28 m 2 = 100 fm 2 .
A full description of an interaction process requires, inter alia, the knowledge of the distributions of cross sections in terms of energy and direction of all emergent particles resulting from the interaction. Such distributions, sometimes called differential cross sections, are obtained by differentiations of U with respect to energy and solid angle (see Eq. 3.4.2).
If incident particles of a given type and energy can undergo different and independent types of interaction in a target entity, the resulting cross section, sometimes called the total cross section, u, is expressed by the sum of the component cross sections, where p.! is the probability of an interaction oftype J for a single target entity when subjected to the particle fiuence cP and UJ is the component cross section relating to an interaction of type J.
Mass Attenuation Coefficient
The mass attenuation coefficient, fLip, of a material, for uncharged particles, is the quotient of dNIN by p dl, where dNIN is the fraction of particles that experience interactions in traversing a distance dl in the material of density p, thus fL 1 dN p pdlN' Unit: m 2 kg-1 fL is the linear attenuation coefficient. The probability that at normal incidence a particle undergoes an interaction in a material layer ofthickness dl is fL dl.
The reciprocal of fL is called the mean free path of an uncharged particle.
The linear attenuation coefficient, fL, depends on the density, p, of the absorber. This dependence is largely removed by using the mass attenuation coefficient, fLip.
The mass attenuation coefficient can be expressed in terms of the total cross section, u. The mass attenuation coefficient is the product of U and N pjM, where N A is the Avogadro constant and M is the molar mass ofthe target material, thus where nt is the volumic number of target entities, i.e., the number of target entities in a volume element divided by its volume.
The mass attenuation coefficient of a compound material is usually treated as if the latter consisted of independent atoms. Thus, where (nt)L is the volumic number of target entities of type L, UL the total cross section for an entity L, and UL,J the cross section of an interaction of type J for a single target entity of type L. Relation 3.2.3, which ignores the changes in the molecular, chemi-calor crystalline environment of an atom, is justified in most cases, but can occasionally lead to errors, for example in the interaction of low-energy photons with molecules (Hubbell, 1969) .
Mass Energy Transfer Coefficient
The mass energy transfer coefficient, P-trl p, of a material, for uncharged particles, is the quotient of dRtrlR by p dl, where dRtriR is the fraction of incident radiant energy that is transferred to kinetic energy of charged particles by interactions, in traversing a distance dl in the material of density p, thus Unit: m 2 kg-1
In calculations relating to photons, the binding energy is usually included in the mass energy transfer coefficient. In materials consisting of elements of modest atomic number, this is generally significant below photon energies of 1 ke V.
If incident uncharged particles of a given type and energy can produce several types of independent interactions in a target entity, the mass energy transfer coefficient can be expressed in terms of the component cross sections, U), by the relation where fJ is the average fraction of the incident particle energy that is transferred to kinetic energy of charged particles in an interaction of type J, N A is the Avogadro constant and M is the molar mass of the target material. where (nt)L and UL J have the same meaning as in Eq. 3.2.3 and fL,J is the average fraction of the incident particle energy that is transferred to kinetic energy of charged particles in an interaction of type J with a target entity of type L. Relation 3.3.3 implies the same approximations as relation 3.2.3. The product of P-trlp for a material and (1g), where g is the fraction of the energy of liberated charged particles that is lost in radiative processes in the material, is called the mass energy absorption coefficient, ILeJ p, of the material for uncharged particles.
The mass energy absorption coefficient of a compound material depends on the stopping power (see Section 3.4) of the material. Thus its evaluation cannot, in principle, be reduced to a simple summation of the mass energy absorption coefficient of the atomic constituents (Seltzer, 1993) . Such a summation can provide an adequate approximation when the value of g is sufficiently small.
Mass Stopping Power
The mass stopping power, Sip, ofa material, for charged particles, is the quotient of dE by p dl, where dE is the energy lost by a charged particle in traversing a distance dl in the material of density p, thus In addition, one can consider energy losses due to inelastic nuclear processes.
The separate mass stopping power components can be expressed in terms of cross sections. For example, the mass electronic (or collision) stopping power for an atom can be expressed as (3.4.2) where N A is the Avogadro constant, M the molar mass of the atom, Z its atomic number, dCTldw the differential cross section (per atomic electron) for collisions and w is the energy loss.
Forming the quotient Se/P greatly reduces, but does not eliminate, the dependence on the density of the material (see ICRU, 1984 ICRU, , 1993b , where the density effect and the stopping powers for compounds are discussed).
Linear Energy Transfer (LET)
The linear energy transfer or restricted linear electronic stopping power, L f1, of a material, for charged particles, is the quotient of dEf1 by dl, where dEf1 is the energy lost by a charged particle due to electronic collisions in traversing a distance dl, minus the sum of the kinetic energies of all the electrons released with kinetic energies in excess of .1, thus Unit: Jm-1 Ef1 may be expressed in eV and hence Lf1 may be expressed in e V m -1, or some convenient multiples or submultiples, such as keV].lm-1 .
1 The established term "mass nuclear stopping power" is a misnomer because it does not pertain to nuclear interactions.
The linear energy transfer, L f1 , can also be expressed by (3.5.1) where Sel is the linear electronic stopping power and dEke,f1 is the sum ofthe kinetic energies, greater than .1, of all the electrons released by the charged particle traversing a distance dl.
The definition expresses the following energy balance: energy lost by the primary charged particle in collisions with electrons, along a track segment dl, minus energy carried away by secondary electrons having kinetic energies greater than .1, equals energy considered as 'locally transferred', although the definition specifies an energy cutoff, .1, and not a range cutoff.
This definition differs from that previously given (lCRU, 1980) in two respects. First, Lf1 now includes the binding energy for all collisions. As a consequence, Lo refers to the energy lost that does not reappear as kinetic energy of released electrons. Second, the threshold of the kinetic energy of the released electrons is now .1 as opposed to .1 minus the binding energy.
In order to simplify notation, .1 may be expressed in e V. Then L100 is understood to be the linear energy transfer for an energy cutoff of 100 ev' Loo, which is equal to Se], may be replaced by Land is sometimes termed unrestricted linear energy transfer.
Radiation Chemical Yield
The radiation chemical yield, G(x), of an entity, x, is the quotient ofn(x) by E, where n(x) is the mean amount of substance of that entity produced, destroyed, or changed in a system by the energy imparted, E, to the matter of that system, thus Unit: mol J-1 n(x)
The mole is the amount of substance of a system which contains as many elementary entities as there are atoms in 0.012 kg of carbon-12. The elementary entities must be specified and may be atoms, molecules, ions, electrons, other particles or specified groups of such particles (BIPM, 1998) .
A related quantity, called G value, has been de-fined as the mean number of entities produced, destroyed or changed by an energy imparted of 100 ev' The unit in which the G value is expressed is (100 eV) 1. AG value of1 (100 eV)-l corresponds to a radiation chemical yield ofO.104llmol J-l.
Mean Energy Expended in a Gas per Ion Pair Formed
The mean energy expended in a gas per ion pair formed, W, is the quotient of E by N, where N is the mean number of ion pairs formed when the initial kinetic energy E of a charged particle is completely dissipated in the gas, thus
